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Abstract—The rapid growth of the mobile device industry has
led people to start to use more than one device (smart phones,
tablets, laptops etc.) and this results in a multi-device environment. People often tend to use more than one device in their daily
lives by switching between them or using them simultaneously.
From the security point of view, end-to-end encryption is a
problem in multi-device environment. Known applications are
lack of multi-device end-to-end encryption schemes and have
some known issues [4].
In this paper, we present a new protocol that allows endto-end encrypted communication, multi-device user synchronization with ofﬂine key exchange capability. Our protocol can be
deployed on cloud services without compromising the security
requirements.
Index Terms—Multi-device Users, Mobile Devices, Private
Communication, End-to-end Encryption, Cloud Computing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
became the state of art communication tool
between people. In its early stages, instant messaging
(ICQ,IRC, MSN etc.) was the ﬁrst major communicator and
after that e-mail became more popular. But, with the growth
of mobile devices, instant messaging, again, became the major
communication way for people.
Instant messaging using mobile devices was a game changer
since it allowed people to communicate in realtime at anywhere and anytime. Also, mobile technologies brought the
cloud technologies more popular so every data could be
reached from anywhere. On the other hand, from security point
of view, instant messaging over cloud networks had privacy
issues since your data could be easily sniffed or intercepted
over the cloud network. There are several cryptographic solutions for end-to-end encrypted communication. OTR based
protocols [1], [2] and ZRTP [3] are some of the popular
protocols used for this purpose. Using end-to-end encryption,
relaying servers or other third parties that have access to
network between the communicating parties can not intercept
or sniff the messages sent through the network.
However, people start to use more than one device (smart
phones, tablets etc.) and this resulted in a multi-device environment. In a multi-device environment, users expect that any
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message sent to any device of a user should be synchronized
instantly to all devices of the user. People use their devices
in their daily lives by switching between them or using them
simultaneously. So synchronization between these devices by
preserving end-to-end encryption capabilities is an important
problem. Cloud based services are easiest and cheapest solutions for network infrastructures. Thus, preserving these
security properties using a cloud based service is also an
important problem.
Conventional end-to-end encryption protocols don’t support
synchronization of messages when one party on the communication is a multi-device user. Instant messaging applications
such as Whatsapp, Viber and Facebook Messenger are widely
used but their protocols are not known clearly and they are
mostly lacking end-to-end encryption schemes. Applications
like TextSecure, Threema and Telegram claims that they use
end-to-end encryption. But, they all are lack of multi-device
environment capabilities. Apple’s iMessage service is the
only one which handled both multi-device user environment
and end-to-end encryption capabilities. But recent studies [4]
showed that the protocol is vulnerable to a man-in-the-middle
attack that could be executed by the relaying servers which
totally destructs the end-to-end encryption ﬂavor.
In this work, we present a new end-to-end encryption
protocol which allows multi-device user synchronization with
ofﬂine key exchange capability and is resistant against man-inthe-middle attacks. End-to-end encryption is achieved in such
a way the protocol could easily be deployed on a cloud based
service without compromising the security requirements.
We give the abstract protocol details. Some parameter and
format selection is up to implementation. In Section II, we
state the security requirements for the concerns mentioned
above. Our protocol details are given in Section III. Finally,
Section IV concludes our work.
II. S ECURITY R EQUIREMENTS
In our protocol we have some assumptions that enables
security features. Below, these security requirements and concerns are discussed. Also, details of how we use them in our
protocol is given.
• End-to-end Encryption Flavor: End-to-end encryption
is the major aim of our work. All data leaving a client
must be encrypted in such a way that the cloud service operators have no knowledge of the message content.Thus,
our protocol makes use of Public Key Cryptography
(PKC) for exchanging keys before the communication
starts.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Private Key Distribution: In a multi-device environment
with PKC, it is essential to have the long term private key
on all devices. The easiest way to distribute data including
private keys is to store them on the cloud in an encrypted
way that server should not be able to decrypt data.
Server-side Security: The data stored on the server
should be resistant against brute force and dictionary
attacks. In our implementation we use double scrypt
[10] key derivation function with salting to store user
password. Server is also responsible for the message
delivery. For every user there should be a storage quota
on the server, higher quotas mean more messages and
key parts users can store.
Ofﬂine Key Exchange: To establish a key exchange in a
conventional end-to-end encryption scheme, both parties
have to be online. But in a mobile environment this
could not be always possible because of its asynchronous
nature. Thus, we introduce a proper way of key exchange
while two parties don’t require to be online at the same
time. We store signed Difﬁe-Hellman key parts on the
cloud and make use of them when needed. Size of the
short term key list is optional. It can be changed due to
the increasing load of messages. In our implementation
it is ﬁxed to 1024.
Re-keying: To achieve forward secrecy, session keys
should be updated in a regular interval. In our protocol
re-keying is handled in a similar way as it is done in [1].
Also, when the long term private key compromised, it
should not be possible to recover previous session keys.
To achieve this, we use long term keys only for signing
key exchange process.
New Device Addition: In a multi-device environment
new devices should be easily added and removed from
the user’s account. But authentication is also an important
issue. We require two-factor authentication when a device
is registered. There is no maximum limit for devices but
it can be limited up to implementation.
Certiﬁcate Pinning: For client-server communication we
use certiﬁcate pinning for TLS. This approach provides
two major advantages. First, there is no need for a
trusted third party such as CAs. Secondly, even legitimate
authorities (with a valid certiﬁcate) can not intercept the
network trafﬁc between client and server. For client-client
veriﬁcation we use ofﬂine veriﬁcation settings. Ofﬂine
veriﬁcation could be done in several ways such as using
QR codes, mnemonics and text-based veriﬁcation. Details
of ofﬂine veriﬁcation techniques are out of scope of this
paper.
Two-factor Authentication: The server only requests
username and password. All user data in the cloud is
stored by encrypting with user password. Thus, even we
use state-of-art scrypt key derivation function, security
depends on the user password meaning a strong password
is required for better protection against the issues in
Section II. Also, two-factor authentication is required for
clients to register. If a user registers ﬁrst time, an SMS
OTP is used for authentication. If a user is adding a new
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•

client to its account, OTP data is sent to its previous
clients over the application itself.
Local Disk Encryption: Any data that is stored on the
client should be encrypted. This includes private keys.
Methods used for this purpose is out of scope of this
paper. But we assume all clients use local disk encryption.
III. T HE P ROTOCOL

In this chapter, we give the details of our protocol. In our
assumption, two parties which want to communicate with each
other have multiple devices and they are all connected to a
centralized server infrastructure. All communication between
devices are relayed over this infrastructure.
From the cryptographic point of view, restrictions of the
mobile devices are important due to cryptographic operations
are the major performance bottlenecks of the systems. Therefore, protocols and algorithms that have small footprint and
fast implementations are needed for mobile environments.
Speciﬁcally, asymmetric operations require most cpu power.
Thus, we acted carefully while selecting the algorithms. Our
cipher suite is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Signing algorithm: Ed25519 [5]
Key exchange algorithm: Curve25519 [6]
Symmetric encryption algorithm: ChaCha20 [7]
Message authentication code: Poly1305 [8]
Hash function: Keccak [9]
Key derivation function: scrypt [10]
Operating system’s Cryptographically Secure Random
Number Generator (CSRNG) is used for random number
generation.

We use the following notations throughout the paper.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A and B are the public pseudonyms (usernames) for the
parties (users).
A client is the mobile device (and application in it) that
the user is interacting with.
A has m devices: A0 , A1 , . . . , Am−1
B has n devices: B0 , B1 , . . . , Bn−1
S is the centralized server.
|| is concatenation.
MSB n-bit of m is the most signiﬁcant n-bit of m.
LSB n-bit of m is the least signiﬁcant n-bit of m.
eX and dX are Ed25519 public and private keys used for
signing/veriﬁcation operations of part X, respectively.
[m]dX is the signature of message m signed by part X.
{sm }eX is the veriﬁcation operation of signature s for
message m with part X’s public key.
H(m) is the K ECCAK -256 hash function of message m.
KDF (pwd, salt) is the scrypt 512-bit key derivation
function with user password pwd and 128-bit nonce salt.
EncM acK,IV (m) and DecM acK,IV (m) are ChaCha20Poly1305 authenticated encryption and decrypt-andverify algorithms with message m, 256-bit key K and
64-bit initialization vector IV , respectively. The generated authentication tag is 128-bit and appended to the
ciphertext.
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A. Server Details
We assume that the centralized server can be deployed using
cloud based services. As message communication backend
we use XMPP [11]. XMPP handles most of the server-side
deployment difﬁculties including distributed server infrastructure. We handle client registration, authentication and messaging. Our messaging format is converted to XMPP payloads
and messages are delivered through XMPP. Communication
between servers and clients are all TLS [12] secured with
certiﬁcate pinning. Using certiﬁcate pinning avoids the need
for a trusted third party such as CAs and ensures that nobody
(even legitimate authorities) is doing a man-in-the-middle
attack against the communication channel. A database stores
informations about users. On the server side, we are storing
the following information for every user:
• Username (username): A valid mobile phone number is
used for identiﬁcation of the user.
• One-time Password State (otp-state): Used for twofactor authentication.
• Device List (device-list): List of user’s devices. Elements
of the list contain three values: device-id, device-data and
session-data.
• Database Salt (db-salt): Contains the salt value used in
password-data
• Hashed and Salted User Password (password-data):
Contains salted and hashed (with KDF) value of the local
password data.
• Encrypted Encryption Key (eek-data): Contains the
encrypted encryption key and IV used to encrypt long
term and short term private keys.
• Encrypted Long Term Private Key (Lpriv ): Contains
the encrypted Ed25519 long term private key. The data
is encrypted with a key derived from user password.
• Self-signed Long Term Public Key (Lpub ): Contains
the self-signed Ed25519 public key used for signature
veriﬁcation. This data is public to requests.
• Encrypted Short Term Private Keys (Spriv ): Contains
an encrypted list of Curve25519 short term DH key
exchange private keys. Elements of the list contain three
values: curve25519-private-key, key-uid and timestamp.
The list is encrypted with a key derived from user
password.
• Signed Short Term Public Keys (Spub ): Contains a list
of Curve25519 short term DH key exchange public keys.
Elements of the list contain 4 values: curve25519-publickey, key-signature, key-uid, timestamp. This data is public
to requests. Public and private key pairs are matched with
the key-uid identiﬁer which is the hash of curve25519public-key.
Usage details about the information stored on the server will
be given in the following subsections.
B. Client Registration
1) New Client Registration: When a new user A wants to
register ﬁrst time with the system, the protocol is as follows:
1) Using client, user A types its username and a password
(pwd). The password itself is never sent to server.
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Instead, the ﬁngerprint of the password is sent to server.
To compute the ﬁngerprint local-pwd-data, the client
generates nonce local-salt and computes the password
data and sends registration request to the server.
local-salt = LSB 128-bit of
H(”314159265359”||username)
K = KDF (pwd, local-salt)
local-pwd-data = MSB 256-bit of K
”Register”,username,local-pwd-data

A −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ S
2) Server checks if the user exists or not. If it exists than
the request is rejected. If not, the server creates a new
user in the database, generates a random salt value and
ﬁlls username, db-salt and password-data.
password-data = KDF (local-pwd-data, db-salt)
Then, server randomly generates an otp-state and sends
it to the user’s username using an SMS gateway. Server
also sends acknowledgment to the client and requests
the veriﬁcation code which is sent by the server.
3) When client gets the veriﬁcation SMS, user writes the
code into client application and sends the veriﬁcation
request to the server as follows:
”VerifyOTP”,username,otp-data

A −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ S
4) Server checks if the otp-data matches with the otpstate in the database for the corresponding username.
If it is, server generates session-data and device-id and
sends an acknowledgment to the client, requests device
information and long term and short term private and
public key data.
”Welcome”,username,device-id,session-data

A ←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− S
5) Client saves the device-id and session-data in an encrypted format. They are used to authenticate the client
later.
6) Client randomly generates random encryption keys and
IVs K1 , K2 , IV1 , IV2 for both long term and short term
private keys. K1, IV1 is used to encrypt long term
private key data and K2, IV2 is for short term private
key data. Client randomly generates IVE and encrypts
the encryption keys using a form the key K which was
derived from user password in step 1 as follows:
KE = LSB 256-bit of K
eek-data = EncM acKE ,IVE (K1 ||IV1 ||K2 ||IV2 )||IVE
Now, client generates long term Ed25519 public private
key pair (eA , dA ), encrypts the private one and signs
the public one. Client also generates 1024 short term
Curve25519 public private key pairs (st-pubn ,st-privn ),
encrypts the private ones and signs the public ones.
All data is formed in a proper way to be stored on a
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database. The storage format is up to implementation
but using base64 and JSON would be a good choice.
Lpriv = EncM acK1 ,IV1 (dA )||IV1
Lpub = eA ||timestamp||[H(eA ||timestamp)]dA

Spriv = EncM acK1 ,(IV1 +n) (st-privn )
| 0 ≤ n < 1024

Spub = st-pubn ||timestamp||
[H(st-pubn ||timestamp)]dA | 0 ≤ n < 1024





7) Client generates device-data which is a unique identiﬁer
for this particular client. Then, sends device-data and
encrypted datas to the server.

add that client again to its account, the protocol is same as
existing client registration mentioned in Section III-B2.
4) Client-to-client Communication: Assume that users A
and B are registered with the server and A has m devices:
A0 , A1 , . . . , Am−1 , B has n devices: B0 , B1 , . . . , Bn−1 . A
wants to start a secure chat session with B from its client Ai .
All communication between clients are relayed over the server.
When a message is sent to any of the user’s client, it is relayed
by the server to all clients that are associated with that user.
We assume that A and B are friends and shared each other’s
long term public keys over the server and done the ofﬂine
veriﬁcation step as mentioned in Section II. Communication
is established as follows:
1) A sends a chat request to server.
”InitChatWith”,B

A −−−−−−−−−−→ S
from:A,session-data

”RegisterData”,username,device-data,session-data

A −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ S
eek-data,Lpriv ,Lpub ,Spriv ,Spub

8) Server registers data into the database and a new user is
created. Server returns ﬁnal welcome acknowledgment.
2) Existing Client Registration: When an existing user
wants to add a new client to its account, the protocol is as
follows:
1) Assume user A has i clients, namely A0 , A1 , . . . , Ai−i
and wants to add a new client Ai .
2) Using the new client, user writes its username and
password (pwd). username and password-data (shown
in Section III-B1) is sent to server with tag ”AddClient”.
3) Server checks if username is valid and corresponding
password-data matches. If it is, a new otp-state is
randomly generated and sent to user’s previous clients
A0 , A1 , . . . , Ai−i .
4) When user gets OTP data from one of its previous
clients, writes the code into new client’s application.
Client sends the veriﬁcation data to the server.
5) Server checks if the otp-data matches with the otp-state
in the database for the corresponding username. If it
is, server generates a new device with session-data and
device-id and sends an acknowledgment to the client.
6) Once new client gets the acknowledgment
and session details, it requests the data set
eek-data, Lpriv , Lpub , Spriv , Spub
with
session
authentication.
7) Server sends the data set to the client and client
generates the decryption keys from user password as
mentioned in Section III-B1.
8) After verifying the data integrity, client stores the public
and private key data, generates device-data and sends to
the server.
9) Server stores the new client details and returns ﬁnal
welcome acknowledgment.
3) Client Authentication (Login/Logout): When a user logs
out on a client, that client application sends a de-registration
request to the server for that particular device-data. Or when
user deletes the client application from the client and reinstalls
it, session authentication fails and in both cases server deletes
the corresponding device from the database. If user wants to
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2) Server returns the next short term public key of B with
its id.
st-pubB ,[st-pubB ]d ,key-uidB

A ←−−−−−−−−−−B−−−−−− S
Queuing of the DH key parts are handled by the server.
When all key parts are used, server randomly returns
key parts.
3) A veriﬁes the signature of B’s short term public key,
randomly generates an IVAB and selects its next short
term private/public key pair st-privA and st-pubA . Then,
computes the shared secret KAB and sends the key
exchange details to the server.


KAB = KDF Curve25519(st-privA , st-pubB ), IVAB
SKID = H(st-pubA , st-pubB , IVAB )
SKID is used as session key ID and included within
every message encrypted with KAB .
key-uidA ,key-uidB ,IVAB ,EncM acK

,IV

+1 (SKID)

AB
AB
−−−−
−−−−−−−→ S
A −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

”KeyExchange”,from:A,to:B,session-data

From now on, A can send message m to B using the
shared secret key KAB as follows:
EncM acK

,IV

(m||timestamp||SKID),IVRnd

AB
Rnd
−−−−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ S
A −−−−−−−−

”Message”,from:A,to:B,session-data,timestamp,SKID

The authentication tag generated by the EncM ac operation is also used for the message id (M ID) to track
messages by server. It does not matter if user B is online
or not. All messages (including key exchange messages)
sent by user A can be stored on the cloud and delivered
when B becomes online.
4) Server gets the key exchange details and sends a push
notiﬁcation to the user B.
5) When B gets online, server ﬁrst sends the key exchange
details sent by the user A. Using these data (shown
in step 3), B requests A’s corresponding short term
public key from the server, veriﬁes the signature of the
public key, generates session key, veriﬁes the SKID and
sends acknowledgment to the server, then starts to accept
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messages. If veriﬁcation fails, key exchange request is
rejected.


KAB = KDF Curve25519(st-privB , st-pubA ), IVAB

[10] C. Percival, Stronger Key Derivation via Sequential Memory-Hard
Functions, BSDCan’09, May 2009, https://www.tarsnap.com/scrypt.html.
[11] The Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol, http://xmpp.org/.
[12] T. Dierks, E. Rescorla The Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol
Version 1.2, August 2008, http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5246.

6) B ﬁrst decrypts than veriﬁes the message m.
m = DecM acKAB ,IVRnd (m||timestamp||SKID)
B does the same procedure to send a message to party
A.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We presented an end-to-end encryption scheme which allows multi-device synchronization and ofﬂine key exchange.
Multi-device synchronization is achieved by backing up all
private data on the cloud in a secure way therefore any
new client for a user can easily fetch all private keys from
the cloud. The private keys’ security on the cloud is based
on the user password and the password is never known by
the server. Ofﬂine key exchange is achieved by storing precomputed key exchange parts on the cloud, thus, even if the
user is not online, its key exchange data can be requested
from the cloud. User authentication is done using two-factor
authantication where user should write its password and OTP
data. Our design has two protection methods against manin-the-middle attacks. First one is public key pinning which
secures the communication between the client and server.
Secondly, client to client communication is secured by onetime ofﬂine veriﬁcation. Also, using timestamp based message
id prevents possible reply attacks.
Our protocol allows two-parties with multiple devices to
communicate in a secure way but is lack of group chat.
Thus, adopting group chat functionality without compromising
security requirements into our design is the major future work
for our research.
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